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Abstract 

Fetal deaths such as spontaneous abortion and stillbirth are the most common adverse events 

during the process of pregnancy. According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, in 

2016, about 1 in 10 babies failed to reach full term birth in the U.S. Spontaneous abortion occurs 

when the fetus dies in the uterus prior to 20 weeks of gestational age and life birth is not viable 

then. After 21 weeks, stillbirth may occur when the baby dies during delivery and the risk of 

stillbirth changes dramatically over the late course of pregnancy. Current studies focus on 

assessing the overall risk of stillbirth and discovery of preconception markers for the overall risk. 

In this thesis, we propose a flexible logistic regression model with time-varying, modelled by 

natural cubic splines, to study the temporal pattern in the risk of stillbirth over time and 

characterize the temporal association between preconception markers and the risk of stillbirth 

accordingly. The proposed method was illustrated via analysis of pregnancy outcome data from 

the Longitudinal Indian Family HEalth (LIFE) study and simulation studies.  

Public health importance: Application of the proposed method provides accurate assessment of 

the risk of stillbirth over the course of pregnancy and identify potential preconception makers 

which leads to the development of novel intervention strategies and treatments and improvement 

in the well-being of both mothers and babies. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Pregnancy, also known as gestation, is the process that maintains the continuation of the 

human race. Since pregnancy is an important part of human reproduction, research on pregnancy 

is of great interest to many investigators. Human pregnancy typically lasts 40 weeks or about 9 

months, and is divided into three stages: first trimester, second trimester and third trimester [1]. 

The first trimester is defined as 1 to 12 weeks of gestation. The zygote divides rapidly and 

important organs such as the heart, lungs, and brain start to develop during this period. For the 

second trimester, which is from 13 to 27 weeks of gestation, the function of each organ tends to 

perfect, but some organs are inactive despite being fully formed. In the third trimester (28-40 

weeks of gestation), fetal skeletal development is essentially complete. The fetus has reached the 

stage of complete development, moves down to its underbelly and turns, ready to be born after 37 

weeks of pregnancy.  

During pregnancy, many adverse events could occur and cause the death of the infants. 

Spontaneous abortion (SAB), stillbirth, and preterm birth (PTB) are common abnormal outcomes 

of pregnancy. Spontaneous abortion refers to the natural death of an embryo or fetus before the 20 

weeks of gestation, before a baby can survive independently [2]. In other words, a baby would 

have a chance of surviving only if he or she is delivered after 20 weeks of gestation and that chance 

of survival increases over time. According to MedlinePlus, 10-25% of pregnant women lose their 

babies due to miscarriage, and most cases of miscarriage happen in first trimester [3]. In contrast 

to miscarriage, a stillbirth refers to the loss of a baby after 20 weeks of pregnancy [4]. Stillbirths 

babies do not have any vital signs when born. Statistics from the National Center for Health 

Statistics reveal that approximately 24,000 stillbirths occurred in the U.S. in 2014 [5]. Depending 
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on the time of infant death, a stillbirth can be classified into three categories. If a baby dies between 

20 and 27 weeks of gestation, the death would be an “early stillbirth”. If the death occurs between 

28 and 36 weeks of pregnancy, then it is a “late stillbirth”. A term “stillbirth” is the death of a baby 

after 36 weeks of pregnancy [4].  Preterm birth is defined as a baby who is delivered before the 

37th week of gestation [6]. Based on data from the National Center for Health Statistics, 9.85% of 

babies born in the U.S. in 2016 were preterm births [7]. Due to their immature organs, these 

preterm babies have a high risk of diseases, such as pulmonary disease, brain development 

problems, and vision or hearing problems. In addition to the health problems of preterm babies, 

the ethical problem is also difficult to solve. For instance, if a mother needs to deliver her baby 

between 21 and 37 weeks of gestation, there is the problem of deciding whether to provide 

professional life support for this premature infant. This is especially true if the baby is born closer 

21 weeks of gestation, as there is no clear guide instructing doctors on when to implement 

intervention for higher probability of saving infants.  

Recent studies have focused on the determining the threshold of viability. Fetal viability 

describes the potential of a baby outside the uterus. The threshold of viability changed to 22 weeks 

of gestation in 1990. These studies highlight the theoretical limit of time when infants can be saved 

after intervention and suggest intervention should be given as early as possible. However, there is 

no related study to model the survival rate of infants born at 21 weeks, though this could provide 

a comprehensive and clear understanding of infant survival after 21 weeks of gestation. Hence, it 

is unknown whether providing life support as early as possible is beneficial in practice. Under this 

scenario, having a model for preterm live birth during this critical period will facilitate an 

understanding of the survival of preterm birth babies over time, as well as which markers are 

informative for survival and influence patient care and decision making during this important 
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process. With an estimate of how the probability of survival evolves during this critical period, 

clinicians will have a better idea of how and when to take necessary steps to prevent mothers from 

losing their babies. For example, doctors can determine what time to give intervention is more 

beneficial because they know the probability of saving babies at this time point or they may try to 

control some maternal health indicators associated with the survival rate of stillbirths to improve 

the chances of a fetus being born alive. Hence, it is necessary to develop an accurate model for 

stillbirth to reflect the temporal nature and guide the decision making and consideration of 

necessary interventions in those pregnancies. 

As our outcome variable is fetal death, which is a binary variable, we need to find a model 

to fit the binary data. Logistic regression is one of the most commonly used methods to study the 

association between covariates and binary outcomes. However, we cannot directly use a simple 

logistic regression model for this process that assumes that the relationship between independent 

variables and the associated odds ratios is linear. According to the previous study [8], the viability 

of a baby increases by 3-4% per day between 23 and 24 weeks of gestation, so there is an 

association between the survival rate and time, but the association may not follow a linear function. 

In this case, we would resort to a more flexible logistic regression model with time-varying 

coefficients. Natural cubic spline is used to model the time-varying coefficients and provide 

different functional forms for different time intervals, in other words, the model fits a curve that 

smoothly passes through defined data points which is also called knots, so the fitted curve could 

be flexible. As natural cubic spline is continuous at every knot and piecewise-linear beyond the 

boundary knots, this method would provide a robust characterization of the association between 

time and the likelihood of a preterm live birth.  
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In this study, we aimed to access the relationship between gestational age of mothers and 

the survival rate of babies after delivery, as well as explore factors other than gestational age that 

influence fetal death. Using natural cubic splines, the time of viability could be separated into 

several intervals to cope with the situation where fitting just a logistic model is not proper. We 

expected to discover how the probability changes with gestational age and obtain enough 

information to determine whether to implement or decline life support for preterm babies at 

different weeks of gestations. We additionally investigated whether there are other factors that 

influence the chance of survival after 21 weeks’ gestation, such as AHDL or LDL. 
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2.0 Natural Cubic Splines 

Logistic regression provides a powerful tool to assess the association between predictors 

and a binary outcome variable [9]. In a typical logistic regression model, the logarithm of odds is 

modeled as a linear function of the predictors and the association is reflected via a multiplication 

factor to the odds, corresponding to a one-unit change in the predictor of interest.  Logistic 

regression models with polynomial components or spline components have also been used to 

model the nonlinear association between predictors and the log-odds [10]. The predictors and the 

binary outcome could be cross-sectional or follow a temporal sequence, for example, the predictors 

are baseline preconception maternal characteristics or markers and the outcome is stillbirth in a 

pregnancy. Although a logistic regression model could help identify potential predictors for the 

chance that a pregnancy ends in stillbirth and provide the magnitude of the corresponding 

association in odds ratios, it would not provide a satisfactory description of the temporal nature of 

such an association that the risk of a stillbirth decreases over time after gestational age of 21 weeks. 

A logistic regression model with time-varying coefficients is necessary to model this time-varying 

association [11, 12]. Within that general framework, we introduced a natural cubic spline-based 

method to assess the time-varying relationship between preconception markers and the risk of 

stillbirth over time.  

In linear regression models, the mean response is modeled as a linear function of predictors.  

Smoothing splines are sometimes incorporated to model the non-linear association between the 

mean response and some predictors. Compared to linear regression, which is fitted by least squares, 

spline functions can provide a more flexible model of the association, and one can control the over-

fitting through a roughness penalty approach [13]. We know that second derivatives are usually 
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used to evaluate the shape of a curve. If a curve is twisted somewhere, the second derivative is 

high at this point. However, we cannot just integrate second derivatives together as positive and 

negative second derivatives can be integrated to a low value when the shape of a curve is extremely 

fluctuant. In general, the way to quantify the roughness of a curve is to measure the integration of 

the squared second derivatives ∫ {𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)}2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎  over the interval [a, b], where 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) represents the 

curve.  

Natural cubic splines are the smoothest splines to interpolate a set of data points. For 

selected knots a<t1<t2<t3<…tn<b in an interval [a, b], a function g(t) is said to be a natural cubic 

spline when the following three conditions are met [13].  

          (i) There is a function of cubic polynomial in each interval (a, t1), (t1, t2) …, (tn, b).  

          (ii) To pass smoothly at each time point, the first and second derivatives should be 

continuous at each time point ti. 

          (iii) The value of the second and third derivatives at boundary knots t1 and tn are zero, in 

other words, they are linear functions beyond t1 and tn.  

           The reason why natural cubic splines are said to be the smoothest interpolators among all 

of functions interpolating data points on [a, b] are based on the previous mentioned criteria: 𝐽𝐽(𝑔𝑔) =

∫ {𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)}2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎 .  That is to say, the penalty 𝐽𝐽(𝑔𝑔) is minimized for natural cubic splines when 

compared to any other functions that interpolate the same data points.  

Green and Silverman (1994) illustrated a proof for this [13]. Let 𝑔𝑔�(𝑡𝑡) be an interpolator of 

data over [a, b] where 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) is a natural cubic spline interpolant of the same data. Let ℎ(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑔𝑔�(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡). We need to calculate the penalty term 

𝐽𝐽(𝑔𝑔�) = � (𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡) + ℎ′′(𝑡𝑡))2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = � 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
+ 2� 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)ℎ′′(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 + � ℎ′′(𝑡𝑡)2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
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H(t) should be equal to 0 at t = ti, for i =1, …, n.  Indeed, 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡) is equal to zero at boundary points 

a and b and 𝑔𝑔′′′(𝑡𝑡) is constant over each interval (tj, tj+1), the value of which is 𝑔𝑔′′′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+�. Via 

integration by part,  

� 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡)′′ℎ(𝑡𝑡)′′𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑏𝑏)ℎ′(𝑏𝑏) − 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑎𝑎)
𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
ℎ′(𝑎𝑎) −� 𝑔𝑔′′′(𝑡𝑡)ℎ′(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
= −� 𝑔𝑔′′′(𝑡𝑡)ℎ′(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
 

= −�𝑔𝑔′′′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+�
𝑛𝑛−1

𝑗𝑗=1

� ℎ′(𝑡𝑡)
𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+1

𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = −�𝑔𝑔′′′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+�

𝑛𝑛−1

𝑗𝑗=1

�ℎ�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+1� − ℎ�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗�� = 0 

Then we have  

𝐽𝐽(𝑔𝑔�) = � 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
+ � ℎ′′(𝑡𝑡)2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
≥ � 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡)2𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎
 

This means that if and only if 𝑔𝑔�(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) are identical, can we obtain the optimal interpolation. 

          Here we introduce another concept called smoothing splines. To estimate the function of 

smoothing splines, a concept called the penalized least square must be defined: 

𝑆𝑆(𝑔𝑔) = ∑ {𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 − 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖)}2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 + λ ∫ {𝑔𝑔′′(𝑥𝑥)}2𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎   . 

As  ∑ {𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 − 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖)}2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  is the residual sum of squares which represents how good a curve fit to the 

data and λ ∫ {𝑔𝑔′′(𝑥𝑥)}2𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎  represents the roughness of a curve, minimizing 𝑆𝑆(𝑔𝑔) means we strike 

a balance between smooth and goodness of fit when the parameter λ is set, where integration is 

over the range of x and λ is a tuning parameter. As λ goes to zero, there is no penalty term in 

penalized least square, then the fitted curve would be quite overfitting, since it passes through 

every data point. As λ goes to infinity, the penalty is the main part of penalized least square and 

the curve would become a linear regression fit, which provides maximum smoothness (the second 

derivative is always 0), but there may be a poor fit. Interestingly, it can be demonstrated that 

minimizing the penalized least square for a fixed λ over the space of all continuous differentiable 
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functions leads to a unique solution. This solution is a natural cubic spline with knots at the data 

points since the minimizer of roughness penalties term would be obtained only if the function is a 

natural cubic spline as we proved above.  

However, interpolation splines are used in our study, rather than smoothing spines, as 

smoothing splines have a flaw for study. As mentioned previously, though smoothing splines do 

not need to choose knots, they treat every data point as a knot, and the number of parameters of 

smoothing splines is the same as the number of data points. Few parameters among them are useful, 

so most parameters contribute a little to interpolation. The effect of λ is just to build a spline that 

is smoother than a spline with the same degrees of freedom would imply. In practice, fitting a 

model like this is extravagant. Hence, we chose to do interpolation splines with selected knots, and 

we just need to estimate as many parameters as the number of knots.  

It is now appropriate to show the algorithm behind the interpolation of natural cubic splines 

[13]. Suppose g(t) is a natural cubic spline that has n fixed knots a<t1<t2< …<tn<b in time interval 

[a, b], we define 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 = 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) and 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 = 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖). Based on the requirements of a natural cubic spline, 

𝛾𝛾1 = 𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛 = 0. Let G = �
𝑔𝑔1
⋮
𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛
� and γ = �

 γ2
⋮

 γ𝑛𝑛−1

�.  

We also construct the n * (n-2) matrix Q and the (n-2) * (n-2) matrix R for natural cubic 

spline representation. Before the construction of Q and R, we need to define hi = ti+1-ti, for i = 1, 

…, n. Now, we have the elements for building Q and matrix R. Q is a band matrix and has the 

components qi,j, for i = 1, …, n and j = 2, …, n-1, which are constructed by 

qj-1,j=hj-1
-1, qj,j=-hj-1

-1 -hj
-1, qj+1,j=hj

-1 for j=2, …, n-1, 

and qij = 0 for |i - j| ≥ 2.  
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The symmetric matrix R consists of components ri,j, for i = 2, …, n-1 and j = 2, …, n-1, 

which gives 

ri,i=(hi
-1 -hi)/3 for i = 2, …, n-1, 

ri,i+1= ri+1,i =hi/6 for i = 2, …, n-1, 

and rij = 0 for |i - j| ≥ 2.  

If and only if the equation QTG=Rγ is satisfied, can we specify a natural cubic spline 

function. As the matrix G is known, we could obtain γ through the equation γ = R-1QG. Therefore, 

for the interval [tL, tR], if we define g(tL) = gL, g(tR) = gR, g′′(tL) = γL and g′′(tR)  = γR and h = tR-

tL.To express the function of natural cubic splines, we first need to get the expression of 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡). As 

the function of 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) is a cubic polynomial, 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡) is linear over [tL, tR] with 

𝑔𝑔′′′(𝑡𝑡) = 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅−𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿
ℎ

. 

Then we express 𝑔𝑔′′ as 

𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡) =  (t−𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿)𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅+(𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅−t)𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿
ℎ

. 

By integrating twice, we can get 

𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅
6ℎ

(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿)3 + 𝑔𝑔𝐿𝐿
6ℎ

(𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 − 𝑡𝑡)3 + 𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿) + 𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 − 𝑡𝑡). 

After plugging g(tL) = gL and g(tR) = gR into this formula,  the expression of g is shown as  

𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡)=(t−𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿)𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅+(𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅−t)𝑔𝑔𝐿𝐿
ℎ

+1
6

(t − 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿)(𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 − t) �(1 + t−𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿
h

)γ𝑅𝑅 + (1 + 𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅−t
h

)γ𝐿𝐿�. 

The above theorem is based on the properties of natural cubic splines. As we have defined 

𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 = 𝑔𝑔′′(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) and the second derivatives are continuous over the interval, we get to know,   

𝑔𝑔′′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+� = 𝑔𝑔′′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗−� = 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗, for j=2, …, (n-1). 
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In addition to the second derivatives, the first derivatives are continuous at each knot as well. 

Through taking the obtained derivative of 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) we got above, for j = 2, …, (n-1), we can express 

𝑔𝑔′(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) as 

𝑔𝑔′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗−� =
𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 − 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗−1
ℎ𝑗𝑗−1

+
1
6
ℎ𝑗𝑗−1(𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗−1 + 2𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗) 

and  

𝑔𝑔′�𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗+� = 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗+1−𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗
ℎ𝑗𝑗

− 1
6
ℎ𝑗𝑗(2𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 + 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗+1), 

Therefore,  

𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗+1−𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗
ℎ𝑗𝑗

− 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗−𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗−1
ℎ𝑗𝑗−1

= 1
6
ℎ𝑗𝑗−1𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗−1 + 1

3
(ℎ𝑗𝑗−1 + ℎ𝑗𝑗)𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 + 1

6
ℎ𝑗𝑗𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗+1, 

This is the proof of the theorem regarding why QTG=RY can specify a natural cubic spline. 
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3.0 A Logistic Regression Model with Time-Varying Coefficients 

In application, we would introduce a concept called varying-coefficient models to apply 

natural cubic splines into a logistic regression. According Colin Wu [7], a linear time-varying 

coefficient model can have the form: 

                                                   𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡)𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) + 𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡), 

where covariate vectors 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) = (1,𝑋𝑋1(𝑡𝑡), … ,𝑋𝑋𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡))𝑇𝑇 , 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) = (𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡),𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡), … ,𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡))𝑇𝑇 , and 

𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡) is a mean 0 stochastic process with variance 𝜎𝜎2(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) and 𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡) are independent.  

Through the application of generalized linear models, we can extend above model to 

logistic regression. The model would have a link function 𝑔𝑔(𝜇𝜇) = log ( 𝜇𝜇
1−𝜇𝜇

) and 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) is a binomial 

variate. 

As the coefficients of a variable could change smoothly with time in time-varying 

coefficient models, time-varying coefficient models is better than linear regression models in 

modeling the interaction between time and other factors. The function of coefficients can be 

different forms. For example, if β(t) = kt, the function of t is a linear form so the model will have 

an interaction term kXt. It can also be flexible parametric representations such as Fourier series 

and smoothly nonparametric functions. 

         We used the function “ns()” of the R package “splines” to get the basic matrix of natural 

cubic splines. Through this function, for K knots, we can get K natural cubic splines basic functions 

as [14]: 

                              𝑁𝑁1(𝑇𝑇) ≡ 1, 𝑁𝑁2(𝑇𝑇) = 𝑡𝑡, 𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘+1(𝑇𝑇) = 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇) − 𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾−1(𝑇𝑇), 

where  
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                                                 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇) = (𝑇𝑇−𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘)+3−(𝑇𝑇−𝜉𝜉𝐾𝐾)+3

𝜉𝜉𝐾𝐾−𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘
, 

and 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 represents the value at k knots. Then we get 𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) = ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)𝑘𝑘
𝑗𝑗=1 , where 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡) is the 

basic matrix of natural cubic splines.  

Since preterm births are those babies delivered before 37 weeks of gestation, and only those 

infants born after 21 weeks of gestation have a probability of surviving, we set 22 and 36 weeks 

as our boundary knots for the natural cubic spline. We chose 29 weeks of gestation as the interior 

knots to fit the model. As the interior knots are commonly set according to the quantile, we chose 

29 weeks of gestation which is the middle of 22 and 36 weeks as the interior knot to fit the model. 
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4.0 Data Analysis 

4.1 Description of the Data 

Our motivating dataset are from the Longitudinal Indian Family Health (LIFE) study. LIFE 

is a prospective study which is conducted on the edge of the Hyderabad city in India. This study 

recruited 1,227 women between October 2009 and August 2011, among whom 80% were in the 

preconception stage and 20% were in their first trimester. In the first and third trimester, the health 

condition of the women was accessed, and the results were recorded along with the details of 

delivery. We included 330 women who had different pregnancy outcomes during weeks 21 

through 38 of gestation. Among those women, 137 subjects had pregnancy outcomes during 21 to 

36 weeks of gestation. Most of loss of pregnancies occurred before 28 weeks of gestation. We 

present the pregnancy outcomes from 21 to 36 weeks in table 1.  

 
Table 1. Descriptive data for pregnancy outcomes from 21 to 36 weeks 

 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
Loss 2 2 2 6 1 2 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
PTB 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 8 6 10 12 25 46 

Loss: Pregnancy loss 
PTB: Preterm birth 

           

Of these 137 subjects, 86 subjects have the records for covariates cholesterol, triglycerides, 

AHDL, LDL and VLDL. Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics for these five covariates. 
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Table 2. Descriptive data for covariates 

Covariate N Mean(±SD) Median (IQR) 
cholesterol 86 4.99±0.17 4.98 (4.85, 5.1) 
triglycerides 86 1.42±0.13 1.41 (1.32, 1.5) 
AHDL 86 46.27±10.81 44.5 (38, 53.8) 
LDL 86 87.18±23.4 85.1 (71.85, 98) 
VLDL 86 15.61±11.05 12 (8.25, 17) 

 

4.2 Application of the Logistic Regression Model with Natural Cubic Splines 

Because our data included the loss of pregnancy, we set fetal death as the outcome variable. 

Additionally, since we do not know whether the covariate X is influential or whether there is an 

interaction between gestational age and X, we fit three models to explore, step by step, the 

relationship between gestational age and the probability of fetal death. We denote 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡(𝑝𝑝) =

log ( 𝑝𝑝
1−𝑝𝑝

) in these models. 

Model 1: 

Logit{pr(Y(t) = 1| t)} = β0(t) 

In this model, Y(t) denotes the indicator for fetal death at t. For all t∈[a, b], β0(t) is the 

natural cubic spline function of t. This model considers gestational age as the only variable that 

influences the probability of a baby’s survival. 

 

Model 2: 

Logit{pr(Y(t) = 1| x, t)} =β0(t)+ β1x 
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In Model 2, Y(t) denotes the indicator for fetal death at t. X denotes the covariate. For all 

t∈[a, b], β0(t) is the natural cubic spline function of t. β1 is the constant coefficient for X. In this 

model, we add the covariate X to explore whether there are other factors that impact the change in 

the probability of fetal death. 

Model 3: 

Logit{pr(Y(t) = 1| x, t)} = β0(t)+β1(t)x 

Y(t) denotes the indicator for fetal death at t. X denotes the covariate. For all t∈[a, b], β0(t) 

and β1(t) are natural cubic spline functions of t. In Model 3, we treat the coefficient of X as time-

varying, so that the coefficients for covariate may differ in different time intervals. 

As the fitting of Model 3 did not converge, we would just have the results for Model 1 and 

2. Table 3 displays the coefficients and p-values for each natural cubic spline basis functions and 

different covariates. From this table, as we know that 𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡) = ∑ 𝛽𝛽0𝑗𝑗𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)3
𝑗𝑗=1 , where 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡) is the 

basic matrix of natural cubic splines with knots at 22, 29 and 36 weeks of gestation, we discovered 

that the natural cubic spline in Model 1 is statistically significant; thus, the probability of fetal 

deaths decreases over gestational age. However, this table also illustrates that none of the 

covariates we selected are statistically significant, so we cannot conclude that there is a marker 

influencing the survival rate of infants. 
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Table 3. Coefficients of Model 1 and 2 

Model β01 β02 β03 Marker AIC 
Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value Coefficie

nt
p-value Coefficient p-value

Model 1 24.8 0.04 -50.3 0.03 -15.6 0.01 38.696 

Model2-
cholesterol 

24.8 0.04 -50 0.03 -15.5 0.01 -0.0015 0.94 40.689 

Model2-
triglycerides 

24.8 0.04 -50.6 0.03 -15.7 0.01 0.0015 0.9 40.682 

Model2-
AHDL 

24.8 0.05 -50.3 0.03 -15.6 0.01 0.00011 0.99 40.696 

Model2-LDL 24.8 0.04 -49.8 0.03 -15.5 0.01 -0.0032 0.89 40.675 

Model2-VLDL 24.9 0.04 -50.7 0.03 -15.7 0.01 0.0083 0.89 40.679 

Figure 1 displays the predicted probability of fetal death over gestational age, along with 

its 95% confidence band, based on Model 1.  

Figure 1. Probability of fetal death over gestational age 
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This clearly illustrates that the chance for stillbirth is almost 100% by week 26 and drops 

to about 50% around week 29. A live birth is almost certain when the gestational age reaches week 

33.  

We were not able to identify statistically significant preconception predictors in this 

analysis, which may due to the limited sample size. 
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5.0 Simulation 

5.1 Simulation Settings 

We conducted two simulation studies to evaluate how the natural cubic splines modeling 

the data perform for a similar process in which the odds of an event changes over gestational age. 

By comparing the parameters from the simulation settings to the parameters from natural cubic 

splines model, we could explore whether natural cubic splines fit the simulated data well. Two 

simulation settings are towards Model 2 and 3. For Model 2, as the parameter of covariate is a 

constant, we used empirical bias and empirical standard deviation to evaluate the difference 

between the fitted parameters and the true values of parameter. For Model 3, as the parameter of 

the covariate is a function of t, we would plot confidence bands of fitted parameters for each t = 

22, 23, …, 38, so we can see whether the true parameters for each t can fall into this band. 

5.1.1 Setting one 

The sample size for each simulation study was n=1000. For each subject of a sample, we 

first simulated the time to delivery variable T=38-Z, where Z followed an exponential distribution 

with parameter λ  and Z was truncated by 16. According to our data, there were 22 loss of 

pregnancies among 328 pregnancies, so the survival rate between 22 to 38 weeks of gestation was 

0.93(306/328). We used λ = − log(0.93)
16

= 0.002 because the survival function for an exponential 

distribution is 𝑆𝑆(𝑧𝑧) = Pr(𝑍𝑍 ≥ 𝑧𝑧) = 𝑒𝑒−𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 0.93 , where z = 16. In the next, we simulated a 

covariate X randomly from the uniform distribution unif (0, 1). Denoting Y(t) as the indicator of 
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stillbirth when the fetus is delivery at time t, we modeled the probability of fetal death through the 

function 

Pr(𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 1|𝑋𝑋) = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡−1(𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛽𝛽1𝑋𝑋) 

with 

 𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡) = 1 − 0.01 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22) − 0.0006 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22)3 

and 

 𝛽𝛽1 ≡ 4.04. 

Subsequently the stillbirth status Y(t) was simulated via a Bernoulli distribution with 

success probability Pr(𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 1|𝑋𝑋)  for each subject. Then we used the Model 2 to fit the 

simulated data and obtain the fitted parameter for X, which is defined as �̂�𝛽1 and we calculated the 

𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 = �̂�𝛽1 − 𝛽𝛽1 for each dataset. The above setting would be run for D=1000 times, so we can get 

the  

empirical bias = 1
1000

∑ (�̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑) − 𝛽𝛽1)1000

𝑑𝑑=1 , 

and 

empirical standard deviation = � 1
1000−1

∑ (�̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑) − �̅̂�𝛽1)21000

𝑑𝑑=1 , 

where �̅̂�𝛽1 = 1
1000

∑ �̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑)1000

𝑑𝑑=1  . 

Additionally, we use the Model 3 to fit the simulated data of setting one. For each sample 

Dd, we can calculate the �̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑)(𝑡𝑡), where t = 22, 23, …, 38 and d = 1, …, 1000. For each t, we 

constructed the confidence band based on 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.  In the end, we plot  {�̂�𝛽1𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡), 

�̂�𝛽1𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡), 𝛽𝛽1}  together for t=22, 23, …, 38, so we could see whether the true value of 𝛽𝛽1 would fall 

into this band. 
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5.1.2 Setting two 

In setting two, the sample size for each simulation study was also n=1000, and the process 

to simulate the time to delivery and covariate X was the same as setting one. Denoting Y(t) as the 

indicator of stillbirth when the fetus is delivered at time t, we modeled the probability of fetal death 

through the function 

 Pr(𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 1|𝑋𝑋) = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡−1(𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡)𝑋𝑋), 

where 

𝛽𝛽0(𝑡𝑡) = 1 + 0.01 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22) − 0.02 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22)3 

and 

 𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡) = 16 + 0.2 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22) + 0.272 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22)2 − 0.015 ∗ (𝑡𝑡 − 22)3. 

               In the same way, we ran the simulate D=1000 times. For each sample Dd, we could 

calculate the �̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑)(𝑡𝑡), where t = 22, 23, …, 38 and d = 1, …, 1000. For each t, we constructed the 

confidence band based on 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. For example, we calculate the upper value 

�̂�𝛽1𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡22), where this value was the 97.5th out of 1000 �̂�𝛽1(𝑡𝑡22) and similarly calculated the lower 

value �̂�𝛽1𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡22) based on the 2.5th out of 1000 �̂�𝛽1(𝑡𝑡22). In the end, we plotted {�̂�𝛽1𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡), �̂�𝛽1𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡), 

𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡)} together for t=22, 23, …, 38, so we could see whether the true value of 𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡) would fall 

into this band. 
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5.2 Simulation Results 

5.2.1 Setting one 

As we set the 𝛽𝛽1 = 4.04, after repeating D=1000 times, we can get the empirical bias= 

1
1000

∑ (�̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑) − 𝛽𝛽1)1000

𝑑𝑑=1 = 0.042 and empirical standard deviation = � 1
1000−1

∑ (�̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑) − �̅̂�𝛽1)21000

𝑑𝑑=1 =

0.44. The empirical bias showed that there was negligible bias in the estimate of 𝛽𝛽1. 

This Figure 2 is the result of simulated data of setting one modelled by Model 3. The red 

line represents the upper band and the seagreen line represents the lower band. The black line 

represents the constant 𝛽𝛽1 which equals to 4.04. It showed that true  𝛽𝛽1 was in the confident band 

of �̂�𝛽1
(𝑑𝑑)(𝑡𝑡). 

     Figure 2. True 𝛃𝛃𝛃𝛃 and confidence band of 𝛃𝛃�𝛃𝛃 
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5.2.2 Setting two 

In Figure 3, the red points represent the true 𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡) for t=22, 23, …, 38, green points 

represent the upper band of �̂�𝛽1(𝑡𝑡) and the blue points represented the lower band of �̂�𝛽1(𝑡𝑡). From 

this figure, it is clear the true 𝛽𝛽1(𝑡𝑡) all fall between the upper value �̂�𝛽1𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) and the lower value 

�̂�𝛽1𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡). 

      Figure 3. True 𝛃𝛃𝛃𝛃(𝐭𝐭) and confidence band of 𝛃𝛃�𝛃𝛃 
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6.0 Discussion 

According to the results of the data analysis, Model 1 performed well in modeling the 

probability of fetal death over gestational age. However, there was no makers’ coefficient being 

statistically significant in Model 2, and Model 3 did not converge.  

From the simulation, we observed that Model 2 and 3 performed well in modeling the 

simulated data. For simulation setting one, the empirical bias and standard deviation were small, 

which indicates that the fitted coefficients were not far from the true coefficient and the coefficients 

were not widely spread. For simulation setting two, as the true coefficient could fall into the 

confidence band of fitted coefficients, we can say that natural cubic splines can model the data 

with time-varying coefficients.  

Based on the result of our study, natural cubic splines can help us model a non-linear 

relationship. One advantage of the logistic regression models with time-varying coefficients, 

modeled by natural cubic splines is that it provides flexibility to allow the coefficients of a 

covariate to vary with other factors, such as time. 

One limitation of our study is the small sample size. Although we find that a natural cubic 

spline can model a non-linear relationship well in simulation, we need to treat the association 

carefully. Future research should include more data into our study and try to find other markers 

that may influence the stillbirth, so that we can study the model of stillbirth more in depth. 
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Appendix: R sample codes 

1. MyData <- read.csv(file="SAB_Yao.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",")   
2. install.packages("RGeode")   
3. install.packages("Rlab")   
4. install.packages("gmodels")   
5. install.packages("pastecs")   
6. library(pastecs)   
7. library(Rlab)   
8. library(RGeode)   
9. library(splines)   
10. library(gmodels)   
11. library(ggplot2)   
12. MyData1<-data.frame(MyData)   
13. MyData2<-na.omit(MyData1)   
14. MyData3<-subset(MyData2,GA_ALL_CLEAN2016<=36)   
15. #describe the data   
16. describe(MyData2)   
17. z<-ns(MyData1$GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36))   
18. #fit model logit(pr(live))=beta0(t)   
19. mylogit<-

glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) ), data=MyData1, fam
ily = binomial(link="logit") )   

20. summary(mylogit5)   
21. #fit model logit(pr(live|x))=beta0(t)+X   
22. mylogit1<-

glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+CHOLESTEROL_REG , 
data=MyData2, family = binomial(link="logit"))   

23. mylogit2<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+TRIGLYCERIDES_REG 
 , data=MyData2, family = binomial(link="logit"))   

24. mylogit3<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+AHDL_REG , data=My
Data2, family = binomial(link="logit"))   

25. mylogit4<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+LDL_REG , data=MyD
ata2, family = binomial(link="logit"))   

26. mylogit5<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+VLDL_REG , data=My
Data2, family = binomial(link="logit"))   

27. #fit model logit(pr(live|x))=beta0(t)+beta1(t)X   
28. mylogit6<-

glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN201
6, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )*CHOLESTEROL_REG  , data=MyData2, family = bi
nomial(link="logit"))   

29. mylogit7<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN201
6, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )*TRIGLYCERIDES_REG  , data=MyData2, family = 
binomial(link="logit"))   

30. mylogit8<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN201
6, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )*AHDL_REG , data=MyData2, family = binomial(l
ink="logit"))   

31. mylogit9<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN201
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6, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )*LDL_REG , data=MyData2, family = binomial(li
nk="logit"))   

32. mylogit10<-
glm(SAB~ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(GA_ALL_CLEAN201
6, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )*VLDL_REG , data=MyData2, family = binomial(l
ink="logit"))   

33.    
34. #plot the probability of death over time for model logit(pr(live))=beta0(t)   
35. t<-runif(1000,min=21,max=38)   
36. aa<-data.frame(GA_ALL_CLEAN2016=t)   
37. beta0<-predict(mylogit,newdata = aa,type = "link", se=TRUE)   
38. Death<-plogis(beta0$fit)   
39. #calculate upper band and lower band   
40. LL <- plogis(beta0$fit - (1.96 * beta0$se.fit))   
41. UL <- plogis(beta0$fit + (1.96 * beta0$se.fit))   
42. aa$lwr <- LL   
43. aa$upr <- UL    
44. #plot the probability of death over time and confident band   
45. ggplot(data=aa, mapping=aes(x=t, y=Death)) + geom_point() +   
46.   geom_line(data=aa, mapping=aes(x=t, y=upr), col="red") +    
47.   geom_line(data=aa, mapping=aes(x=t, y=lwr), col="red")   
48.    
49.    
50. #Setting one: simulation for model logit(pr(live|x))=beta0(t)+x   
51. set.seed(11111)   
52. sum<-0   
53. dhat<-rep(NA,1000)   
54. bhat<-rep(NA,1000)   
55. #simulate 1000 datasets    
56. for(s in 1:1000){   
57. #generate time to delivery   
58.   t2<-rexptr(n =1000, lambda =0.002 ,range=c(0,16))   
59.  t3<-38-t2   
60. #generate covarate based on uniform distribution   
61. x1<-runif(1000, min=0, max=1)   
62. b00<-1-0.01*(t3-22)-0.0006*(t3-22)^3   
63. b11<-4.04   
64. pr1<-plogis(b00+b11*x1)   
65. z<-0   
66. for(i in 1:1000){z[i]<-rbern(n=1,prob=pr1[i])}   
67. newdata4<-data.frame(z,t3,x1)   
68. #fit the function pr(y(t)=1|x)=logit^-1(beta0(t)+beta1*x)   
69. mylogit18<-

glm(z~ns(t3, knots=c(26,31), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+x1, data=newdata4, family = bin
omial(link="logit") )   

70. #calculate beta1 hat for each dataset   
71. bhat[s]<-coef(mylogit18)[5]    
72. #calculate absolute value of the difference between beta1 hat and true beta1   
73. dhat[s]<-bhat[s]-b11   
74. sum<-sum+dhat[s]   
75. }   
76. #calculate empirical bias    
77. bias<-sum/1000   
78. #calculate the empirical standard deviation    
79. sd<-sd(bhat)   
80.    
81. #Setting two: simulation for model logit(pr(live|x))=beta0(t)+beta1(t)x   
82. set.seed(12345)   
83.  beta1<-matrix(NA,nrow=1000,ncol=17)   
84.  for(s in 1:1000){   
85.  t<-rexptr(n =1000, lambda =0.002 ,range=c(0,16))   
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86.    t1<-38-t   
87.    x<-runif(1000, min=0, max=1)   
88.   b0<-1+0.01*(t1-22)-0.02*(t1-22)^3   
89.    b1<-16+0.2*(t1-22)+0.272*(t1-22)^2-0.015*(t1-22)^3   
90.    
91.    pr<-plogis(b0+b1*x)   
92.    for(i in 1:1000){y[i]<-rbern(n=1,prprob=pr[i])}   
93.    newdata3<-data.frame(y,t1,x)   
94.    newdata31<-data.frame(t1=c(22:38),x=0)   
95.    newdata32<-data.frame(t1=c(22:38),x=1)   
96.    #fit the function pr(y(t)=1|x)=logit^-1(beta0(t)+beta1(t)*x)   
97.    mylogit16<-

glm(y~ns(t1, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots =c(22,36) )+ns(t1, knots=c(29), Boundary.knots
 =c(22,36) )*x, data=newdata3, family = binomial(link="logit") )   

98.    newfit<-predict(mylogit16,newdata = newdata31)   
99.    newfit1<-predict(mylogit16,newdata = newdata32)   
100.   # calculate the beta1(t) hat for t=22,23, ...., 38   
101.    beta1[s,]<-newfit1-newfit}   
102. betaub<-rep(NA,17)   
103. betalb<-rep(NA,17)   
104. betatrue<-rep(NA,17)   
105. #calculater the upper band and lower band for t=22,23, ...., 38 based on precentile   
106.for(g in 1:17){betaub[g]=quantile(beta1[,g],c(0.975))   
107.betalb[g]=quantile(beta1[,g],c(0.025))   
108.betatrue[g]=16+0.2*(g-1)+0.272*(g-1)^2-0.015*(g-1)^3}   
109. betanew<-data.frame(t=c(22:38),betaub,betalb,betatrue,beta=0)   
110.#plot beta1(t), upper band and lower band of beta1(t) hat for t=22,23, ...., 38   
111. ggplot(data=betanew, aes(x=t, y=beta)) +   
112.   geom_point(data=betanew, aes(x=t, y=betatrue,col="black"))+   
113.   geom_line(data=betanew, aes(x=t, y=betatrue,col="black"))+   
114.   geom_point(data=betanew, aes(x=t,y=betaub,col="red"))+   
115.   geom_line(data=betanew, aes(x=t, y=betaub,col="red"))+   
116. geom_point(data=betanew, aes(x=t,y=betalb,col="seagreen"))+   
117.   geom_line(data=betanew, aes(x=t, y=betalb,col="seagreen"))+   
118.   scale_color_discrete(name = "beta1(t)", labels = c("true beta1(t)","beta1(t) upper 

band", "beta1(t) lower band"))   
119.    
120.    
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